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Assembly needs a Civic Forum – says Workers Party 

“City centre bomb attacks and fears of disruption to commercial life in Belfast have triggered 

urgent calls from the Executive and the Assembly for the public to rally against terrorism and 

to actively support local shops and businesses ahead of Christmas” – the Workers Party has 

claimed. 

The Party says that “the contribution civic society has made to life in Northern Ireland over 

the years has been immense. It continues to be so. But when the immediate threat of 

terrorism recedes and when the Christmas rush is over the calls for public involvement and 

participation will also die away”. 

“The future of Northern Ireland is far too important to be left in the hands of the Sinn 

Fein/DUP duopoly. The Good Friday Agreement specified a formal role for civic society 

through a Civic Forum but the Assembly continues to ignore that element rather than involve 

the wider public in Northern Ireland’s affairs”. 

“They are quite happy to call on them when faced with immediate pressures and problems 

but the views of wider society are not to be trusted with other issues like economic recovery, 

training and employment, social development, the environment and planning”. 

“Sinn Fein and the DUP in particular treat the Northern Ireland public and their civic 

institutions with an appalling contempt. They insist that they mobilise on demand but are 

then frozen out of all other aspects of public life”. 

“There is a disengagement from public and political life, characterised by an increasing 

apathy and disillusionment and in lower turnout at elections. Just as importantly huge 

numbers of young people are leaving Northern Ireland in a major vote of no confidence in life 

here”.  
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“There are alternative voices and views. There is also a depth of experience, talent and civic 

responsibility which is being deliberately ignored to the detriment of everyone in Northern 

Ireland”.  

“The re-establishment of Civic Forum can harness and focus that capability and 

commitment”. 

“The more the Assembly calls on the wider public to help it the more it makes the case for a 

Civic Forum”. 
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